
As an alternative to experimental trends in general and, in particular, conceptualism, which had spread during 
the mid-seventies in Spain, the Grupo de Trama (1973-1978) postulated a new space for thought and radical 
activity with a new form of speculative, mainly intellectualized painting. While conceptual artists mapped out 
their strategies using tools from outside traditional methods, Trama members tried to recuperate a space for art 
itself, for what they called “painting-painting”, inspired in part by the French group Supports-surfaces (1966-
1972).

In one of their founding texts, Trama said the following: “Our work, begun here, comes from 
the perspective of a particularly long and bitter struggle on the ideological front, the main 
aim of which is to restore to the practice of painting its operational complexity as an ob-
ject of knowledge within the field of other social practices.” This initial Trama, introduced 
by works by its ‘core’ artists, José Manuel Broto (b. 1949), Gonzalo Tena (1950) and Ja-
vier Rubio (1952), was joined by kindred spirits like Jordi Teixidor (1941) and Carlos León 
(1948). The 1974 Grupo de Trama, before the artists’ paths take different directions, de-
fines a closed historical chapter, whose contribution helps to clarify, in any discussion on 
interventions in reality and in history, how certain artists taking part were actually putting 
into action proposals based on theoretical density and purity of form, as opposed to the 
urgent media output of a more experimental art.

When it was founded, the Grupo de Trama was looking for a stripped down, constructivist 
painting style, more in keeping with the postulates of the avant-garde between the wars 
than the paradigm of the previous decades. The theoretical substratum on which it was 
built went from Jacques Lacan’s revisions of psychoanalysis and Julia Kristeva’s theories 
to an ideological approach to Maoism. Indeed, alongside the painters in it, the group also 
absorbed input from specialists from other fields like psychology, politics and literature, 
so defining itself more as a network of intellectual interests than a purely pictorial group. 
Support for their ideas from Antoni Tàpies (1923-2012) pulled Trama into the argument 
between the artist and the Grup de Treball, which was written up in the pages of a num-
ber of newspapers and magazines of the time. This kind of discussion, in a particular field, 
echoed the various political strategies that were taking shape as the death of the dictator 
approached.

Trama Group, 1974
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New acquisitions

Carlos León. Sin título I, 1975




